


1.  A widow had only a small estate of £56,000. Her Will left everything  
     to her two daughters. However the two daughters are on State  
     benefits so that when they inherit they will lose their benefits. With  
     a Trust they get both the inheritance and retain their benefits. The  
    Will was correct but it just wasn’t enough. 
 
2.  The father left everything to his daughter. The Will cost him £150  
     but it cost his daughter £55,000. The inheritance from the father  
     pushed the daughter into Inheritance Tax (IHT) and when she died   
     IHT was payable on her estate. A Trust would have avoided that.  
     The Will was correct but again it just wasn’t enough. 
 
3.  A couple already had a large Inheritance Tax liability. The wife’s  
 parents were elderly and in their Wills they left £300,000 to her.  
     This inheritance makes the daughter’s IHT problem worse and  
     could cost her £120,000 in Inheritance Tax. A Trust would have  
     avoided that. Once again the Wills are correct but just aren’t  
     enough. 
 
4.  A widow had two children, a daughter and a son. The son had an  
     alcohol addiction. The law makes it difficult to cut your children out  
     of your Will in England and Wales (and impossible in Scotland) but  
     she did not wish to leave her son a large sum of money. The  
     solution was a Trust whereby the Trustees would provide for the  
     son in the same way as the mother had been providing for him  
     during her lifetime. Once again it was only a Will coupled with  
     a Trust which ensured her wishes would be implemented. 
 

 



    Sometimes a Will is sufficient  
     but very often it is not. 

    Your circumstances may have   
    changed. 

    Research shows that 1 in 4  
    Wills is defective or of poor  
     quality.* 

    A Will only directs where your  
    assets go when you die. Not  
    where they will end up. Quite  
    a difference. 
 

    If you leave it until you die, it  
    will be too late. Do it now. 
 

    We prepare thousands of Wills   
    each year. 

    We see many families where  
    a Will is simply not enough. 

    We see many Wills with errors. 

    The review is free of charge.  
    We call it a safety check. 

    If you need a new Will, that is    
    free of charge as well. Just  
    consider a donation for  
    a charity of your choice. 
 

    We review your Will free of  
    charge. 

    You don’t pay. 

    You get a new Will, if  
    necessary, at no cost. 

    Simple as that. 
 

    Everyone benefits. 

    You get a professional  
    second opinion. 

    You get a new Will - if you   
    need it. 

    We raise funds for charities. 

    Over 50% of clients go on to    
    use McClure for other  
    services. 
 
 
 
 
* Solicitors Regulation Authority 

Survey (details available).

 



 

See the video at www.mcclure-solicitors.co.uk/will-reviews 
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